NOBODY FEARS THE EASTER BUNNY
Why are people getting so angry with the messengers
when hearing the truth of what is being discovered in our time?
Yeah, why is that? Why are so may people getting so touchy about even the simplest of things
anymore, and especially when these are just things that the more serious of us are trying to warn
them about for their own good? And we know that most people around the globe are aware (to at
least some degree anyway) that there is a global enslavement issue coming down all around them, so
why are they so afraid to hear their friends who are merely (and out of love mind you) trying to open
their eyes so they can save themselves? Why are they getting so upset at the things that, deep down,
they know they need to look into for themselves anyway?
They are getting angry at even just the minor things that we are discovering regarding the supposed
“secular” world, things which almost always have mild but indirect underlying ties taking one back
to the truth of the God of the Bible, but they especially get bent out of shape with the issues that
directly prove the existence and seriousness of God and the sinful ways we might be living. Their
reactions easily show how they are unable to face up to how we are not heeding our own consciences
which are otherwise internally calling us to get in line with that God’s instruction for our lives.
These folks must surely know that they are in trouble on a biblical scale these days, so why do they
get so upset and animated when we are merely trying to show them how they can take a huge load
off of those consciences and save themselves?
This extremely negative phenomenon going on in them is more commonly called a “conviction of
the spirit”. They are internally wrestling back and forth with their own knowledge base that has for
many years, struggled to put responsible living on the back burner in order to instead enjoy a life of
pleasure and procrastination, and they now know that the time has come to pay the piper. They are
angry at the messenger, themselves being forced to see that they’ve been hiding from something
massively important for them for far too long, and they then have to take this unhappy time of their
lives out on someone else, knowing deep down that they should be making serious changes in their
lives. Yet just as a child who’d rather keep playing when told to clean up his room, he goes into a
rebellious mode. He is unable to admit that he needs to be responsible, even when he knows it is
absolutely unavoidable if he wants to stay out of trouble.
Think about it: If you were telling these same folks that the Easter Bunny was coming to punish
them for their evil deeds, they’d probably just burst out laughing at you, right? But because they
know in the depths of their heart’s conscience that there truly is a God who expects us to be obedient
to Him, they will instead get very upset and perhaps even become violent towards whatever truth
you are lovingly trying to warn them about, such as the truth of our corrupt government, the truth
about evolution, the truth of the Bible, etc, as they are in essence subconsciously fully aware of how
they know they need to address these things in their hearts, but have successfully blocked them out
of their minds, and most of them pretty much since childhood. They might as well be saying,
“Don’t you dare talk to me about such things! I spent my entire life convincing myself that God
does not punish people unless they are worse than me and you are ruining that image I’ve created!

You’re making the reality of God’s judgment over my life surface in me again and I don’t want to
deal with that! Go away!”
Some might become furious or outraged upon even the slightest hint of our pointing them to the
Bible’s way of rescue, where they might throw something worse back at you like, “You’re an idiot, I
hate you! Get outta here! Don’t ever come back! Its over between you and I, its ended!” (etc) You’ve begun to burst their happy-face bubble of complacency.
Yet because the God of the Bible has recognized their hearts to not want to hear about Him, He is
withdrawing His Holy Spirit from them, which then according to the Bible leaves them in a cold and
frightfully empty state of mind where they know something’s wrong, but they cant put their finger
on it and that’s BECAUSE that tender Spirit is being withdrawn and no longer able to help them rest
or ascertain the truths they have all their lives refused to accept, and they have technically therefore
been “cast into outer darkness (a spiritual realm of not being able to understand or connect things)
where there is weeping (they are gravely despondent and empty inside) and gnashing of teeth”
(which is why they so often lash out in unexpected anger at those who are begging them to open
their eyes to the truth that might save them, as they must now blame someone else for their misery in
having found themselves in this emotionally cold state).
They affectionately now love the Easter Bunny and Santa Claus and similar fuzzy tales for that very
reason—they are then more securely shrouded by that consensual “group think” that they’ve been
conditioned to hide in, where they are given the freedom to choose whatever ungodly ways that
they’d prefer to use to excuse themselves from the realities of a responsible way of living. They
might also choose to use sports, television, movies, you name it, and any combination of the above
to be their “hero realm”, a place where they can always get away from the reality of the growing
issues of the day, to get these obligations out of their minds. In addition, the wicked powers-to-be are
quick to accommodate everyone who does not want to see anything but these “make believe”
worlds. For now, the elite machinery will gladly help provide whatever fairy tale that such people
prefer in wanting to desperately rid themselves of the many evils springing up all around them and
their loved ones. They “fear” this moment of awakening to the truth, largely because our last
generations have never been taught to grow up. “Relax, the government will handle everything,
cradle to grave.” We’ve been intentionally coddled and “wimpified”. So their fear is just an adult
continuation of how we may have trembled inside as children when we were called upon by the
teacher and did not have our homework prepared on a crucial assignment, but much worse, as this
internal trembling is on a much much larger scale—a scale of fear that is now so overpowering and
hard to face in many souls that it is breaking up families and friendships today, just as the Bible had
foretold would happen in these times.
So yes, these truly are the end times, and by this widening difference between a growing courage in
some and a growing fear in others, we are undeniably polarizing:
“Suppose ye that I am come to give peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather division: For
from henceforth there shall be five in one house divided, three against two, and two against
three. The father shall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the
mother against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother in law
against her daughter in law, and the daughter in law against her mother in law.”

The Messiah Himself said this in Luke 12:51- 53
And if this is happening in families, then naturally it will be happening to divide previous or
occasional friendships as well, where we could consider two women that once used to grind

together, one will have accepted these truths, while the other will be lost forever. Two men that once
worked as friends in a field, one “had a love of the truth that he might be saved”, but the other had
chosen “pleasure in unrighteousness”.
A large reason that all of this disunity is taking place among those who are slowly being enslaved
again, is that the foundational ‘group-think’ plans of the freakish elite (not unlike the scheme of
George Orwell’s vision called “1984”) have already been successfully implanted in the minds of
millions if not billions of people, where they already no longer have the ability to know how badly
they have been deceived.
To accomplish this a good while back they had a massively complex but literally diabolical plan,
where one major component had to be in place to achieve this, which was that they had to change
many key words and/or meanings on us over the centuries.
‘Kingdom’ was changed to ‘government’, ‘reign’ was softened down in a religious sense, ‘ecclesia’
was changed to ‘church’, and ‘church’ was then adjusted to almost always be seen as ‘a building’,
and ‘the building’ (then called ‘a church’) was where people gathered to talk about everything
except who would ‘reign over them or govern them’. And this is the very short version of course,
but perhaps enough to get the message across to those who still are “allowed” to use their own minds
to think enough to perhaps even save themselves.
I would also like to mention that I have a large amount of acquaintances and friends who are still
completely (or almost completely) fooled by this wordcraft, and so heavily that they are unable to
carry on a normal conversation about serious matters anymore, even when they know that it might
cost them their lives and souls. From among these folks I am often confronted (and sometimes
angrily) where they want to rebuke me as to why I get into the “government conspiracy theories”.
“That has nothing to do with being saved”, I am often chided. However, and on the contrary of
what they then are no longer able to comprehend, this is where they are clearly showing me just how
successfully they’ve been “Orwellianized” into the “newspeak” that actually and near perfectly
already exists in our time.
You see, following what I said above about the way they’ve changed words on us over the centuries,
there are a great many more of these changed words that I’ve not listed of course, that also helped
them do this to us. The world loves its Easter Bunnies and “warm and fuzzy Christmas feelings”,
endless sports, entertainments, etc., things that take them away from the realm of reality—a reality
of the heart that reminds them that they are a spirit being created in the image of a Holy God, a God
who expects us to grow and mature in this world, just as any mortal father would expect of their
child. Instead they are so conditioned into trusting “government god” for everything, that they
prefer to stay caged in an imaginary fairytale land, which doubles as a slave labor camp.
Those who then are tempted to resist such growth of maturity, are quick to agree with their similarly
“conditioned” peers who would also want to put off doing their homework in studying who should
“reign” over the world and “govern” them. Yet it is so simple for some of us to see, while such an
obvious mental vacancy in others, that it is absolutely saddening to see just how many have actually
fallen for this, the greatest “willful ignorance” self-destruct act that man can do to himself. Some
even punish one another saying that its their neighbor’s fault in not having chosen nor supported the
correct lesser of two evils, and claim that they haven’t adored the right political gods with the same
savior worship as they have, etc (even if not for eternity mind you, but at least til their term expires).
Therefore (and just as the Bible had forewarned) the elite have succeeded in creating a complete subrace of mankind that is [now permanently(?)] no longer attached to, nor respectful of, their Creator

via their previous metaphysical umbilical cord called the Holy Spirit, to where the Boris Carloff’s of
the world that today created these Frankenstein-like men and women, can then easily do whatever
they want to these now fully submissive, mind-altered, intellectually descending creatures.
The untold millions of lukewarm and/or “religious” folks who don’t know that they’ve been
hypnotized or programmed into “unthinking” like this will then often just repeat what they’ve been
taught to say via their government-run churches and Jesuit tele-evangelists, such as, “You shouldn’t
talk about those conspiracy theories like you do, it has nothing to do with spreading the gospel!”
This is where I often automatically go into a mode knowing I will need to approach this with a little
more patience, as I am then unavoidably driven by a pity and sympathy for them, knowing instantly
in their statement that they have already been largely conditioned into the ‘newspeak’ mindset where
the truth of what they say is actually quite the opposite. I then ask these types of people (and many
of them in my experience with this dialogue are actually Pastors and such by the way), “How then
can you get someone to truly accept the gospel in needing Yeshua/Jesus as their Savior, if they feel
they already have a savior …in “government god”? They go to government god for everything in
their lives nowadays, where they have need of nothing, and satan loves it. So, you first have to show
them that the government is NOT their security in life, and is in reality absolutely out of control and
very wicked. All of the various arms of “big brother” therefore should not be looked upon as their
god, provider, and savior, and if you can successfully show this to them where they begin seeing all
the evil things that their government is doing to the world, they can then better acknowledge that
yes, they truly do need a genuine rescuer from this evil world.” Some who hear me say it this way
then start to get it, while some don’t. Sadly, no matter how hard we might try, most folks today are
so completely under the trance of the brainwashing machines (television, etc) that it’s likely far too
late for them.
Or lastly, perhaps you are one who never misses a game, loudly cheering and screaming at your
beloved city football team, hoping to be seen as a real man because you love sports, etc, where in a
macho fashion you divert and thereby waste your precious love/hate energies just like the beast
machinery wants you to do. Your sports team is then likely and technically your idol. But some day
soon all of those ‘games’ and harmless Easter bunnies will be replaced with barbed wire and prison
guards, where the last remaining real men and women will have been putting their energies into
protecting their families from the real threats in life (not cuddly Easter bunnies or petty football
rivals), where real hearts seek out a real Savior who can actually help them do that.
So on it goes for those sad souls, as they hopelessly weep on the inside, trying their best to not let it
show on the outside to those around them, but lying to themselves in such a way that its clear that
they so fear standing for what they deep down know is right, that they can do nothing but become
mental recluses, yearning inside to prolong the group-think consensus among them that everything
will someday just magically get better, if they just keep imagining it to be so.
My friends, if we are not giving our all to the God of the Bible in maturely seeking to be increasingly
faithful and responsible to His parental guidance, that we might mature to the levels where we will
instead yearn to protect our loved ones and neighbors, then which above easter bunny, god, or savior are
we instead most desperately attached to in this world in our lack of faith?
—dwaine
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